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Which One Doesn't Belong? Christopher Danielson 2019-02-12
Talking math with your child is simple and even entertaining with this

better approach to shapes! Written by a celebrated math educator,
this innovative inquiry encourages critical thinking and sparks
memorable mathematical conversations. Children and their parents
answer the same question about each set of four shapes: "Which one
doesn't belong?" There's no one right answer--the important thing is
to have a reason why. Kids might describe the shapes as squished,
smooshed, dented, or even goofy. But when they justify their thinking,
they're talking math! Winner of the Mathical Book Prize for books that
inspire children to see math all around them. "This is one shape book
that will both challenge readers' thinking and encourage them to think
outside the box."--Kirkus Reviews, STARRED review
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Math Limericks Janet M. Parker 2022-08-24 Are you struggling to
learn algebraic concepts? Are formulas constantly flying right out of
your head? Maybe a limerick is what you need! Try learning math this
way, instead! This is not your average poetry book! Math Limericks
provides a unique twist on those tricky math concepts that can be
difficult to master. After you read each limerick, you can complete a
challenge using the concept you just learned about. If you (or your
students) feel a little overwhelmed with each new math lesson, take a
step back, pick up Math Limericks, and rhyme your way through
algebra! Lessons include: developing vocabulary, comparing integers,
describing integers, solving operations with integers, and much more!
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Gaither's Dictionary of Scientific Quotations Carl C. Gaither 2008-0108 Scientists and other keen observers of the natural world
sometimes make or write a statement pertaining to scientific activity

that is destined to live on beyond the brief period of time for which it
was intended. This book serves as a collection of these statements
from great philosophers and thought–influencers of science, past and
present. It allows the reader quickly to find relevant quotations or
citations. Organized thematically and indexed alphabetically by
author, this work makes readily available an unprecedented collection
of approximately 18,000 quotations related to a broad range of
scientific topics.
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Introduction to Classical Mechanics David Morin 2008-01-10 This
textbook covers all the standard introductory topics in classical
mechanics, including Newton's laws, oscillations, energy, momentum,
angular momentum, planetary motion, and special relativity. It also
explores more advanced topics, such as normal modes, the
Lagrangian method, gyroscopic motion, fictitious forces, 4-vectors,
and general relativity. It contains more than 250 problems with
detailed solutions so students can easily check their understanding of
the topic. There are also over 350 unworked exercises which are
ideal for homework assignments. Password protected solutions are
available to instructors at www.cambridge.org/9780521876223. The
vast number of problems alone makes it an ideal supplementary text
for all levels of undergraduate physics courses in classical
mechanics. Remarks are scattered throughout the text, discussing

issues that are often glossed over in other textbooks, and it is
thoroughly illustrated with more than 600 figures to help demonstrate
key concepts.
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Math with Bad Drawings Ben Orlin 2018-09-18 A hilarious
reeducation in mathematics-full of joy, jokes, and stick figures-that
sheds light on the countless practical and wonderful ways that math
structures and shapes our world. In Math With Bad Drawings, Ben
Orlin reveals to us what math actually is; its myriad uses, its strange
symbols, and the wild leaps of logic and faith that define the usually
impenetrable work of the mathematician. Truth and knowledge come
in multiple forms: colorful drawings, encouraging jokes, and the
stories and insights of an empathetic teacher who believes that math
should belong to everyone. Orlin shows us how to think like a
mathematician by teaching us a brand-new game of tic-tac-toe, how
to understand an economic crises by rolling a pair of dice, and the
mathematical headache that ensues when attempting to build a
spherical Death Star. Every discussion in the book is illustrated with
Orlin's trademark "bad drawings," which convey his message and
insights with perfect pitch and clarity. With 24 chapters covering
topics from the electoral college to human genetics to the reasons not
to trust statistics, Math with Bad Drawings is a life-changing book for
the math-estranged and math-enamored alike.
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